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Abstract

Human factors in the delivery of service are considered in many occupations of high impact on others such as airline industry and nuclear power industry, but not sufficiently in healthcare delivery. A common administrative framework of healthcare involves focus upon costs, quality and patient satisfaction (The Triple Aim). Many industries which support healthcare and healthcare administrators do not have firsthand knowledge of the complexities in delivering care. As a result, the experience and human factors of providing care are often overlooked at high level decision-making unless incorporated into the healthcare delivery framework, proposed as the fourth aim of the Quadruple Aim framework. Research is pointing to consequent negative effects on quality, safety, joy, meaning and sustainability of healthcare practice. High acute occupational stress and chronic occupational stress can cause direct and indirect effects on safety and quality of care. The biological, psychological and social consequences of burnout from excessive acute and chronic occupational stress are more of a threat to healthcare than commonly acknowledged. Patient safety, quality of care and clinician well-being are inextricably linked. This report will describe the process of transition from the Triple Aim to the Quadruple Aim administrative framework of healthcare delivery at the University of Rochester Medical Center. Developing the fourth aim of improving the experience of providing care, had high acceptability and aligned with other health system goals of optimization of safety, quality, and performance by applying a human factors/ergonomic (HFE) framework that considers human capabilities and human limitations. The goal of HFE is to fit the healthcare system to the human instead of the human to the healthcare system. Concepts include removal of extraneous cognitive load, using clinician neural resource (brain power) optimally for highest order decision mak-
An integrative model of patient safety and clinician well-being is a product of this effort.
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### 1. Introduction

Many professions, especially in the delivery of healthcare, experience burnout. The human condition of burnout is the same among occupations, but the stressors differ by field.

Physician Burnout has increased from 45.5% in 2011 to 54.4% in 2014 [1]. Although clinician burnout has existed in medicine for decades, it had been considered solely the clinician’s problem [2]. However, clinician burnout affects the individual, the organization, and the entire healthcare system through quality, safety, economic, legal risk as well as affecting availability to provide care and the experience by patients [3]-[8]. Patient healthcare satisfaction is also highly correlated with physician career satisfaction [9].

In our society there are accelerations of technological change proceeding on an exponential scale, which outpaces the human ability to adapt [10]. Connectivity has rapidly increased along with increased expectations and accountability. Widespread health professional burnout has been a predictable result. Across the nation, a “perfect storm” occurred of over-expectation of healthcare workers human capabilities and over-expectation of human capabilities by healthcare workers themselves groomed by their medical training culture.

The healthcare administrative framework of The Triple Aim [11] (lower costs, improve quality and improving patient satisfaction) has been extensively adopted, but misses human factors in the delivery of care that are now more important than ever. One author described a consequence as “phantom limb pain” manifested as clinician burnout since well-being of healthcare workforce was separated from system change initiatives in healthcare reform [12].

Two other landmark publications proposed a Quadruple Aim framework for healthcare which includes the Triple Aim objectives but includes a fourth aim described as: 1) Improving the work life of healthcare providers, including clinicians and staff [13], and 2) Creating conditions for the healthcare workforce to find joy and meaning in their work, and in doing so improving the experience of providing care [14].

Many industries which support healthcare and administrators who manage healthcare delivery do not have firsthand knowledge of the complexities of delivering care. As a result, the experience and human factors of providing care are often overlooked at high decision-making levels unless incorporated into the healthcare delivery framework, proposed as the fourth aim in The Quadruple
Aim framework.

As more evidence of the negative impact of burnout emerges, this fourth aim has been more critical to patient safety, quality and the survival of the healthcare system than has previously been appreciated. The science of Human Factors/Ergonomics (HFE) has been applied to many other professions and more recently in the healthcare patient safety and quality of care arenas [15]. Their approach to humans and the systems they interface with includes awareness of human capabilities as well as human limitations [16]. HFE purpose is to optimize system performance while optimizing human well-being. Patient safety is one component of system performance. The HFE range includes physical, neurocognitive and organizational (macro) ergonomics and integrates contributions from biological, psychological and social sciences.

This manuscript will describe our experience at The University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC) on how using human factors/ergonomic approach to systemic improvements proved to be a highly acceptable and interprofessionally understandable approach to align patient-centered and clinician-centered efforts to improve the experience of providing care.

1.1. Cognitive Neuroscience in Care Delivery, Burnout and Errors

Clinicians and administrators in healthcare have acknowledged that the number and complexity of many well-meaning quality and safety efforts in healthcare reform were overwhelming. These quality and safety efforts in healthcare came from legitimate authorities, but due to lack of interagency collaboration and harmonization, have been felt to be wearing out clinicians and backfiring in attempts to improve patient safety and quality by means of human factors unaccounted for in design. Finding a scientific framework to understand and communicate these dangers and improve the delivery of care experience became a goal of our institution. This approach is a-political, has immediate validity from application in other industries, and has a uniting effect toward better patient care. Neural resource (or brain power) is emerging as another resource that requires “budgeting” and optimum use in the delivery of healthcare.

Neural resource is the brain’s energy resource needed for optimal brain functioning. It is a limited resource that needs to be replenished [17]. It is fundamentally used when we sift, sort, and classify, as well as using executive functions of the clinician brain required in healthcare delivery. Executive functions of the brain include focus, attention, self-control of behavior and speech, plan and organize, perspective taking, cognitive flexibility, medical and other decision making, ability to defer gratification, estimating time and working memory.

Neural resource gets used when we switch back and forth between different tasks (e.g., due to interruptions of our work process) or perform more than one task at a time—both frequent scenarios in the healthcare environment. Set-shifting (switching between tasks) and inter-task coordination (as required in multitasking) are executive function abilities, emerging from neural networks centered around the prefrontal cortex of the brain.
Part of executive function is cognitive flexible memory (CFM) which allows individuals to draw upon facts and concepts from memory. CFM is used during medical decision-making that relies on access to facts from medical training to make a good differential diagnosis from the data of the patient’s presentation. The anticipated next steps of being emotionally available to the patient and their family for conveying the plan or bad news are also controlled through CFM.

When neural resources are low due to acute excessive or chronic stress in burnout states, our brain shifts from behavior relying on executive functions and CFM to habit memory (HM), which is primarily controlled through the basal ganglia of the brain. In Human Error Theory literature, CFM function is roughly equivalent to “attentional (conscious)”, while HM equals “automatic (unconscious)” processing [18] [19]. When the brain is in this survival mode, it “knows” it is working in a low neural resource condition, and automates response to a preceding stimuli without link to outcome that follows [20] [21]. This reduction in executive control compromises cognitive flexibility, medical decision-making quality, and degree of conscious choice as the clinician’s behavior is more strongly guided by environmental signals than the individual’s own goals and intentions. Hence, this condition is conducive to non-fund of knowledge errors. In this HM state, goal shielding occurs which shields against paying attention to anything else except the concrete goal of focus—a resource sparing action of HM function, which can contribute to premature closure error.

Burned out individuals have thinner prefrontal cortexes and enlarged amygdalae, which predict diminishment of executive function and poor modulation of emotions respectively [22] [23]. Individuals with burnout are more prone to attentional lapses and memory impairments [24].

Humans contribute to errors in two forms: Active and latent errors [25]. Active errors occur at the level of the frontline individual, and their effects are felt nearly immediately. Latent errors tend to be removed from the direct control of the individual and include poor design, installation and maintenance of equipment, management decisions, and organizational functioning. An unintended consequence from many well-meaning efforts to improve quality, reduce costs and improve patient satisfaction, when in the absence of consideration of human factors in the delivery of care, is increasing latent error risk. In other industries such as the airline industry, latent conditions are actively reduced and managed through industrial engineering and HFE principles to allow the best performance of the pilot. Currently in healthcare, attention to total workload and total expectations on the clinician does not exist. It has been proposed that creating a “manageable cockpit” (manageable expectations at the work site) for the clinician is a responsibility that must be shared by all levels and stakeholders of the healthcare system [26].

Total mental processing capacity is a limited function.

The Cognitive Load Theory posits three types of cognitive load:

1) Intrinsic load—inherent level of difficulty, thought to be immutable for the task such as cognitive load to reach diagnosis.
2) Germaine load—such as managing the emotional work of patient care, working with families.

3) Extraneous load—the burden in cognitive processing information that can be improved by better design [27] [28].

When extraneous cognitive load is too large, total cognitive load exceeds the limits of mental processing capacity, raising risk of error. Extraneous cognitive load is modifiable factor that can be the target of efforts to improve the experience of providing care and performance.

1.2. Work-Related Expectations during “Off” Time

The need of clinician’s brains to recover for optimum efficiency, has not been accounted for with technology advances that allows clinician connection to their work 24/7 with the extended vigilance and accountability required. Job-related mandatory requirements that bleed into clinician off time needs to be rethought in a new human factor-based risk vs. benefit paradigm.

Currently healthcare settings do not grasp the down side risk of such extended vigilance. It is through culture and policy change that we can solidify the barrier between work and home. This barrier is required to allow for mental and physical recovery and retain a life outside of medicine, which pays off by better performance when at work in addressing the needs of patients, and contributing to career sustainability.

Two recent meta-analyses analyzed comparisons of individual and organizational interventions to reduce burnout [29] [30]. The strongest evidence for effectiveness was those organizational interventions to modify resources, working environment and work tasks to decrease stress.

1.3. URMC Wellness Initiative for Quadruple Aim Framework

Like other healthcare institutions, during the peak years of rapid roll-out of healthcare reform initiatives, faculty and staff at the University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC) experienced a very high level of occupational stress. Despite the human struggle to master each new initiative, multiple external authoritative forces required roll-out of each new initiative in a serial fashion but with little recovery time to get back up to speed and functionality. It was noticed by many, how healthcare workers were struggling to keep up with the changes, while attempting to still see patients and avoid errors.

2. Methods/Approach for Burnout Reduction

A hospital-based committee for Patient and Family Centered Care (PFCC Committee) has been active at our institution. The administrative topic focus began with improving patient satisfaction, then to disruptive behavior in clinicians, which led to the topic of reducing clinician burnout. Over an 18-month period, the PFCC Committee bench-marked with other institution’s wellness efforts. We acknowledged that burnout was the driving and justifying force to build our wellness program, but that the term “wellness” may take on a more
positively perpetuating effect. We also acknowledged that the wellness initiative would likely start off with individual based approaches, but later must also address organizational contributions to burnout. An official position of Medical Director of Medical Faculty and Clinician Wellness Program (MFCWP) to cover 0.2 FTE of physician time started in July 2015, in collaboration with existing resources such as employee assistance program, mental health services, occupational medicine, traditional wellness efforts, faculty development and informational technology efforts to improve provider satisfaction with the electronic medical record system.

The following relevant theories were incorporated into building a final wellness program: Business case for healthy workplace, conservation of energy, economy of scale, psychosocial safety climate, organizational health, emotional intelligence, cognitive load theory, preservation of clinician executive functions (affected by stress) to improve clinical decision-making, positive behavioral support (support intrinsic compassion, drive for quality of care, altruism, less coercion), neuro-cognitive ergonomic concepts for reducing cognitive strain in workflow and process designs, organizational ergonomics, bottom-up impact on work environment, clinician and staff engagement, and enhancing esprit de corps—(feeling of pride, fellowship, common loyalty shared by members of the medical center).

Application of concepts involved in the effects of stress on cognitive processes and decision making quality were helpful in aligning patient safety and quality efforts with staff wellbeing.

*Strategic use of outside speakers* was helpful to legitimize the internal efforts that were moving forward but accelerated after each speaker’s visit.

Multiple *Grand Rounds* on clinician burnout and reduction occurred in 18 departments and divisions by request. Meeting individually with chairs, division chiefs, and other leaders allowed more input on unit/division/department-specific wellness needs.

Eleven *wellness seminars* were provided by volunteer faculty and staff each year. These seminars became a safe space to open up the topic of occupational stress and the toll that it takes. The process of the institution (Faculty Development Office) advertising seminars which had stress-validating titles, was a powerfully supportive intervention in and of itself. Examples of seminar titles:

- Overview of Burnout: Causes, Mechanisms and Reduction.
- Put Your Oxygen On First as You Take Care of Others.
- The Emotional Life of the Clinician.
- Finding Meaning in Medicine and Healthy Approaches to Clinician Stress.

An internal *website* was built to provide 24/7 access to resources of multiple video recordings made of the wellness seminars, some in shorter concise talks, literature to support initiating their own division support systems. *Preventative-type coaching* programs to assist with work/life balance are being made more available.
The medical culture of endurance, isolation and silence is a barrier to get actionable input into improving operations. Many clinicians are painfully aware of the personal investment of time in training, debt, and family reliance upon them as well as the fear of being perceived as “weak” or a “fanatic”. Gaining trust that there is an institutional commitment to action and wellbeing is key. Having anonymous methods of getting clinician input such as surveys, suggestion boxes, ombudsmen/clinician advocates needed to structurally be put in place. Once confidential input is obtained, the data can be talked about and processed openly in round table discussions with aggregate data since no source was identifiable.

One department operationalized a participatory management model referred to as Faculty Forum (FF) which was a model for other departments. FF did not set policy but served to bring forward issues, ideas, concerns, potential solutions, and whatever else is needed, to a variety of department venues which then were processed by senior leaders. Progress reports were made in general faculty meetings by the Faculty Forum Leader (FFL), who also had the role of faculty ombudsman. The FFL would bring forward faculty work/life issues of concern while preserving confidentiality of source.

A survey was conducted in three departments (Neurology, Medicine and Psychiatry) and with all Advanced Practice Providers (PAs and NPs) hospital wide. The results are included in this paper, with the approval of the URMC institutional review board. Within the survey, the two question version of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) [31] was used. These two items exhibit the highest factor loadings with their respective burnout domains and correlate strongly with the emotional exhaustion and depersonalization domains of burnout as measured by the full MBI. Permission was obtained from Mind Garden, Inc. for use of this proprietary scale [32]. The survey also requested 2 responses for each of the following questions: “Please tell us about the top two factors that most sustain your sense of meaning in your professional work.”, “What are the top two factors that make your professional work most difficult?”, “What practical suggestions do you have that may improve your workplace environment?”.

A Wellness Strategic Planning Work Group was charged by senior leadership. The goals of the work group were:

1) Review data obtained from URMC survey responses, write-in suggestions, suggestions written on evaluations of the Program launch meeting, wellness seminar evaluations and existing literature.

2) Prioritize the projects/suggestions.

3) Propose projects, organizational structure and timeline for moving forward with the wellness initiative.

4) Synthesize proposals for presentation to senior leadership.

From 101 suggestions, the workgroup condensed these down to 22 ideas. Impact vs. Feasibility study was done by work group members assigning an Impact score and Feasibility score to each of the 22 ideas. Impact score of 1 - 4 with 4 as highest presumes accomplishment, focus upon value and impact, breadth of applicability of improvement gained, degree of work stress reduction, degree of ef-
ficiency, economic impact, job satisfaction, morale improvement. Feasibility score 1 - 4, with 4 as highest, ignores value or impact, focuses upon accomplishment, administrative support/ buy-in, expense, time frame, staffing factors, faculty/participant factors, institutional support/buy-in, etc. Voting Rules: voting on Impact levels: Up to 5 votes allowed for #4 Impact level, Up to 5 votes allowed for #3 Impact Level. Can vote as many #2 Impact levels and #1 Impact levels as they wanted. Voting on Feasibility Levels: No limits on number of times they can vote on any Feasibility level. Mean Impact score and Mean Feasibility score for each idea were added together to make an I/F Index score for each idea. The higher the I/F index, the more we would prioritize these interventions. The work group met monthly and voted on the most crucial matters pertaining to clinician wellness. Senior Leadership reviewed the work group report and has agreed with taking action on the findings and suggestions.

We have recently instituted measurement of well-being in residents and soon faculty, but results are not yet available.

3. Results

A three-Department and all Advanced Practice Providers (APPs) wellness survey had 528 respondents. Medicine (n = 202, unable to accurately calculate response rate due to overlapping department list serves), Neurology (response rate: 87/157 = 55.4%); Psychiatry (response rate: 71/94 = 75.6%); APP (response rate: 173/550 = 31.5%). 42% of MD/DOs and 52% of APPs reported high burnout/emotional exhaustion. High burnout/emotional exhaustion was assessed if respondents chose either once a week, a few times a week, or every day as an answer to “I feel burned out from my work” In addition, 32% of MD/DOs and 45% of APPs reported high callousness/depersonalization. High callousness/depersonalization was assessed if respondents chose either a few times a month, once a week, a few times a week, or every day as an answer to “I have become more callous toward people since I took this job” [31].

There was a dose-related effect of increasing burnout with increase % of their position (% Full Time equivalent, or FTE) that is clinical work, compared to research, administration, or teaching. Linear trend for emotional exhaustion with % clinical FTE was p < 0.05 and linear trend for callousness/depersonalization with % clinical FTE was p < 0.0001. Since the most frequently cited reason that sustains their sense of meaning was patient care itself (54% of all respondents) a clear picture emerged that there are factors interfering with doing patient care. The interfering factors were likely wearing them down more in a dose-related fashion, the more clinical work exposure they have.

Our institution self-insures for staff healthcare. Using result-based projections from existing literature and burnout rates, we estimate that for every $1,000,000 paid out on URMC clinicians’ own medical claims, $243,000 could be saved, if high burnout clinicians could be converted into low burn out clinicians [33]. For every $1,000,000 in revenue from Patient Satisfaction scores from clinicians who work at URMC, $169,000 more could be obtained if there was a conversion of
High Burnout to Low Burnout clinicians [34].

Table 1 gives examples of quotations to document the evolution of the wellness initiative in a Quadruple Aim Framework at URMC. It shows progression from fear of raising the issue of burnout to clinician wellness becoming part of the institution strategic plan, 30 months later.

Four stages of intervention were designed from prioritization efforts and would build upon each other. This staging and roll out plan is outlined in the four year plan of getting to where we want to be: Decrease Burnout and improve Wellness. This plan commenced 24 months into the initiative and currently is in process (see Scheme 1).

3.1. Integrative Model: Patient Safety and Staff Well-Being

Much of attention in patient safety literature focuses upon setting up barriers to error as if layers of Swiss cheese. In unfortunate circumstances when the holes in these slices line up such that trajectory of error slips through all the slices (barriers), an incident occurs. In healthcare reform, quality and safety metrics, laws regulations and guardrails abounded and multiplied, but unfortunately without interagency collaboration or harmonization of mandates. Normal daily processes of healthcare delivery have paradoxically become thwarted, raising risk of error from acute extreme stress as well as constitutional changes in healthcare staff from chronic stress and burnout effects on their brain, hormones and excessive glutamate excretion [35] [36] [37].

As a result of this work, a new model was designed to include concepts from patient safety education, such as Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model that promotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Selected quotes on wellness initiative roll out which began 7-1-15.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Launch meeting of Wellness Program</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senior Leader:</strong> “(Medical Director of Medical Faculty and Clinician Wellness Program) was brave to bring these things forward to initiate wellness efforts.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audience participant:</strong> “We ought to consider why he had to be brave to bring these issues up in our medical culture.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 months into initiative:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visiting national speaker:</strong> “From all the places I have seen, this institution is ahead of the curve on improving focus on clinician wellbeing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18 months into initiative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senior Leader:</strong> “The difference here is palpable, there is a definite difference and impact of wellness efforts.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New faculty member:</strong> “The culture here is so attuned to wellness compared to where I came from. There has been a noticeable effect here by these efforts.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senior Administrator:</strong> “Over and over in faculty retreats we hear how important clinician wellness is in providing care to patients.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30 months into initiative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Academy of Medicine (NAM) Action Collaborative on Clinician Well-Being website: URMC’s NAM Statement on Commitment to Clinician Well-Being and Resilience:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“In recognition of the significant consequences of clinician burnout, the University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC) has made this issue a top priority by including it as a major pillar of our Strategic Plan…. We embrace the Quadruple Aim, which places equal value on clinician job satisfaction with the other tenets of the IHI’s Triple Aim…. Human factor and ergonomic educational modules are being integrated into our quality and safety curriculum.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Scheme 1.** Getting to where we want to be: Decrease Burnout-Improve Wellness-4 year plan*.

*Projects are derived from Wellness Strategic Planning Work Group analysis of survey, write ins, seminar evaluations and literature review. Year 1 of plan began two years after initial roll out of initiative.

With defense barriers against incidents integrated with what we know about the impacts of burnout changing the cognitive abilities of the clinician, degrading the quality of work that follows. This integrative model visually conveys factors that drive healthcare operations and efforts at patient safety, but also gives a place for factors that thwart good care, though well-intended, both acutely as well as chronically. Organizational/systemic factors that affect the human clinician must be factored in a model that conveys usual care (the predominant amount of time) as well as the care with trajectory toward incident (the minority of time) to realistically balance risk versus benefits involved in proposed or existing patient safety and quality efforts (see Figure 1). Including safety concepts with well-being concepts in the same diagram helps integrate efforts of both. It more realistically conveys human capabilities as well as human limitations to synergize efforts instead of causing competing efforts by siloed efforts.

Discernment needs to occur on how strategic safety barriers are helpful in reducing error but also the downside risk of well-meaning but excessive or ineffective barriers, metrics, rules, policies, regulations that thwart good care of the patient [38] [39]. High acute stress affects risk of error in one way, but chronic stress effect on risk of error additionally occurs by anatomical and physiological changes that burnout inflicts on the clinician’s brain with subsequent negative effects on quality of care provided. There is a sense of urgency that must be maintained to help reduce burnout.

### 3.2. Time Line of Changes

Time Line of external national influences and internal administrative and structural changes at URMC are outlined in **Figure 2.**
Figure 1. Integrative model: Patient safety and staff wellbeing.

Figure 2. Time line: External and internal.
4. Discussion

Leadership will require new skills and new processes to help their institutions and constituents adjust to expectations and changes of such technological accelerations and with the increasing expectations that occur. Reduction of burnout and improvement in clinician wellbeing is critical to patient safety, and is visually illustrated in Integrated Model for Patient Safety and Staff Wellbeing. Some healthcare interventions, though well-meaning may thwart good care, paradoxically decreasing safety and quality of care. Resource utilization and two-way communications need to be re-imagined in this context of helping the human adaptation process. Internal communication, feedback, and input back to leadership need more rapid methods. There is great need in these times to create stronger partnerships between clinicians and administrators [40] [41]. Improved provider well-being will lead to improved satisfaction, enhanced engagement and care relationships, greater compliance and efficiency, all resulting in expected better outcomes of care and sustainable practice of our healthcare providers [5] [8] [9] [42] [43]. Limitations of the study include the use of perceptual data, quotes and milestones. However overall improvements have been captured by doing so. In the future it will be useful to see how metrics of wellbeing will correlate with improved safety and quality, decreased costs, and improved patient satisfaction scores over some years.

Strategic Direction

- Organizational awareness of burnout and need for Quadruple Aim Approach as part of the institutions’ strategic plan.
- Clinician awareness of burnout and resources need to be available to help their individual improvement.
- Leadership listening and commitment to action.
- Improve clinician/administrator relationships.
- Human factor based leadership training to help leaders understand burnout, causes, and mechanisms and mitigating interventions that can be applied in multiple situations. These efforts work well with Lean principles in improving workflows that are clinician-centric.
- Build in organizational structures that promote clinician input into roll out of new initiatives, and ongoing practice issues—a form of participatory management. Our department level example is termed Faculty Forum and hospital wide example is Provider Advisory Committee (PAC).
- Have anonymous options for any clinician’s input that can be processed by a PAC (e.g., surveys, ombudsman representatives to leadership, suggestion boxes that get read, etc.).
- Align patient safety, quality and compliance efforts with clinician wellbeing, keeping in mind that the most conservative workflow decisions are not necessarily the safest.
- Create a culture of accountability of multiple functional sectors of the hospit-
al operations to improving and sustaining clinician wellbeing.

- Remove barriers for clinicians to obtain help for stress, whether wellness efforts (seminars, coaching, peer support, employee assistance program), or disease management efforts (psychotherapy, medication).
- Organize connections between wellness efforts and reduction of disruptive behavior.
- Respect time off away from work as restorative. Boundaries between work and home need to be preserved as much as possible despite the affordances of technology. Both individual and leader education about this needs to occur to help change the professional and institutional culture.
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